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THE EMERALD IN THE FRUITCAKE

F.

Keith Wahle

at first we thought
it was one of those little green cherries
until we saw it caught the light
and our minds snapped back to a jackknife
we had been staring in disbelief at the
headline: "LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD," like
the memory of cold tongues beating on a
warm thigh in the middle of the regatta
it had been an honest trip--we had hugged
the buildings like an orbit hugs the sun.
one building in particular had a sign with
the word "Civilization" hung over the door
then, as the growth of a
to the mystery of light,
the world's most heinous
who would have access to

beard contributes
we began to blame
crimes on barbers
all the scissors

later, we heard one stick break, with the
same sound, exactly, that an antique doll
makes when it falls onto a linoleum floor
from the top of an empty filing cabinet
finally, the northern lights broke through
the rim of the alaskan sky, and the doctor
carried the bottles out to the rock garden
--there are no good poets; only great poets

HOW TO HAVE FUN THIS SUMMER WITHOUT GETTING FAT
F.

1)

Keith Wahle

How can I get any work done
With that television screaming at me
Like a lung caught in a tree
Lunch is a risky busines�

you know

You've got to be willing to take some chances
These things aren't always easy

2)

This is worse
Than the year of the Great Mayonnaise Shortage
That was the year
You changed your name
from Alice to Marc Anthony
We had been sitting around for weeks
Telling each other prison stories
I guess the sunfish were our first warning
Finally, when we found that boy
Hiding in my car, there could be no doubt

3)

I lead you by the hand
half-way into the room
you look at the furniture
like a cowboy trying to keep his
horse from dying
The carpet feels damp and crusty
like moss, yet I fear
that it loves the floor too dearly
There could be explanations
the snow has no intention of falling

4)

You walk outside long enough to check the sun

5)

Don't count your eggs before they hatch

NO

ONE SNORES

William L.

Fox

in high treeless mountains
mines sink cold
from shafts in the sky,
the towns turn blue,
lights burn from yellow
to white,
and trees turn steel.

men go to bed
licking their fingers,
wrap them
around ironframes
and freeze tight
for the night
just to stay
above ground.

William L.

POEM

trains can go

Fox

places
in the mountains

and in snow
where cars and airplanes
'
can t,
through tunnels
and snowsheds
into black maple
forests filled
with attacking snowmen,
snowballs
coming like cocktails
through open windows

HOMESICK YANKEE

William Hathaway

Down South everyone's so nice
it gives you a headache to talk
and the heat causes diahrea at night.
Every night this little dream: I
look up from tying her ski boot
to see the most beautiful laughing face.
We don't go to see the bullet holes
where the state's most famous man died.
All my life I've wondered how they conditioned
air and now I'm close to a terrible truth.
How weedlike I sprout, flower luxuriant�y,
brown, wither and rot in every day.
I'd go for some singin and dancin,
watermelon, mint julep, a rebel yell;
by God I'd go for a softshell cicada.
How can I Christmas here in a cold rain
while the palm in the park turns sicker,
our candy and whiskey have a lonely mildew taste?
I'm crowning Miss Sugarcane and I look
deep into her lovely and excited eyes.
First the batons whirl high into the music,
then the darkness, the sweat, passion and release.
Farther is the innocence with promises, all lit up
like heaven. This is where it seems to stop.
I am falling and falling very fast. I smell
this river but this time please let it be
.your cool breasts, your chapped lips.

·sLIM

William Hathaway

My wife's Uncle Slim from Circle
Montana has six weeks to live.
In this town I walk to work
t h rough woods, by a lake.
Frogs splat off as I pass, green
is the only word going this season.
I'm a moving cancer in paradise
today. My life is so incomparable
with a bird song, or cowboys.
Slim was at our wedding with his
wide lapels and when he grinned
my knees grew firm, my smile fixed.
He never wore any bandanna or
silver spurs either. He came from Norway.
He had one son and a sick wife.
I know nothing about farming but I know
woods and today I feel so terrible.

SONNET

Laura Rosenthal

When my veins first appeared they fell like streams
from the place
where my hair is fastened to
When my heart first bled into arteries,
I know what I'm doing
There is violence in nature

I said

When my one grey hair lay waiting on my scalp
and I was the only thing it could absorb, I said
Gently, I am still the mastermind
We help locomotives escape
and learn to follow the tracks inside our arms
We look for cells beneath the station
We are the most gentle murderers, we wrap our evil bundle
in our own new parchment, and knot our hair with memory

Laura Rosenthal

i communicate with myself by blinking.

Tonight,
is mine.
what
of
in my eyes, the dreams are jealous
is too
it
but
lashes,
They prong outward to meet my
eight-one
late. The body has rotated one hundred
degrees, and all the old contracts are cancelled. I
run up and down yelling, "Evidence, Evidence," but the
dogs are in cahoots with the dreams. When they find
an odor, they throw it in my direction, but they have
trained it well, and it parks in an eyelid. Pretty
soon, everyone but me is whimpering, and I get the
c�edit.

It is always like that.

THE ANIMALS

Philip Dacey

.How sturdy are the animals
They are this fast
Ideas
Through the leaves
Their markings
A river
Yes but how sturdy
Their bones like flutes
Pied pipers
You are the follower
But how sturdy
The
You
You
You

palomino carrying a childhood
are lifted
;
did not know
were this light

Yes but
The egrets fine watches
They walk the dry season
To keep your time
But
This snake
Coiled like an ear
But how sturdy
He hears you

THE LABORATORY

Greg Kuzma

Vats, bottles, crucibles, cubes, tongs,
tubes, hoses, nozzles, scales, bowls.
The laboratory mocks a dress rehersal
of the bones. I stand there like a
manual for putting things together.
A dustpan in my hand. Dyes,
critters in cages, dried lettuce,
knives in small pouches, tables of
directions, small brown-stained charts,
retorts, condensers, photographs of
circles in globs. The laboratory
stirs me up with all its apparatus
gurgling. I leave it like the corpse ·
come madly to life.
·

SAFE

John Knapp II

·our genes riot behind bars.
The chemist tips back
in a wicker chair,
a ring of iron keys at his hip.

FOR A LONG TIME

Ray DiPalma

in a departure from exploring at length
the group returns
in small concentrated doses
I will leave you to discover
a fine complement
without roughness
of many extraordinary things to say
+

rides high above the deeper
are also decidedly personal
and least compromising
mobile to artistic and picturesque
Then the microphone falls on your head
+

it's interesting
- in stereotypes anyway.I could be happy that far into the future
and it most assuredly is "settled"
. . . thursday!
+

after a lapse
one is called "not too different from"
but, freed from the burden of living
it's easy to see who'll change
have a habit, something he's always wanted to do
a gentle one

London
30:i:70

Alan Britt

WAKING OR SLEEPING

my blood flows
inside of me
carrying with it
an old burlap bag
words scraped off a written page
the broken handle of an axe
and the bones of fish,
i was placed alone
at a bench
inside a park
and i sat there
removing and replacing
a small dark ring
around my finger
made of night

1
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U.F.O. DETECTOR
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Guaranteed response to an approaching· magnetic
field. No N-S orientali111. Certified reacting
time: 1 millionth of a secondl Fully assembledl
For serious researchers. Hermetically seated com
ponents. Audio and visual alarm systems. Com
pletely porlablel For each ready to operate UFO
Detector, send only $10.00, and be ready for
'
that next sighting!

AERIAL RESEARCH SYSTEMS
lanninc, Calif. 9222!)

P.O. Box 715,

VIGI L

Larry Mollin

my stomach is whistling
as i sit here
resisting sleep
in a vulnerable chair
with muscles
loose as pajamas
propped in the kitchen
to trap my own ghost

I GET PLUM HUNGRY

Duff Bigger

when the grass snakes
glows
and I watch what walks by
under my girl's
clothes

HE DIED OF A BROKEN NECK

Christine M.

Shoaff

We attended last night,
seven mourning flies and I.
The corpse wore rain-grey feathers
like mother of pearl scales,
legs and nose encased in black alligator skin.
He was led on by the illusion of a clean window.

THE OLD PEOPLE

Barent Gjelsness

Their bodies no longer
Live around their spines.
The body has grown away from them
Toward the final sun.

UNDER A BLUE STAR

Denise Levertov

kEg

ate...
Under a blue star, dragon
of s
Such wakenings into twilight, fore oding intermingled
with joy, beyond
hope of knowledge. The days
a web of wires, of energies vibrating
in chords and single
long notes of song; but nights
afloat on dream, dreams
that float silent, or leave word
of blue sky-dragons, to seduce
the day's questions, drown them
in twilight before dawn... What gate
opens, dim there in the mind's
field, river mists of the sky
veiling its guardian?

WHERE I'VE BEEN LATELY

Duane Ackerson

Walking the road,
cows watching me from among their brown flowers,
I see the sun net a tree's limbs
in yellow hemp, gilding them
for a moment, then pass.
The road is mud,
and soaking it into my shoes,
I leave empty moulds
behind for the dark,
already running down the ruts,
to fill.
I'd like to be home now,
hang my footsteps on the wall,
and tell children and visitors
this is everywhere,
every single place, I've been.

Centerpoem by Carolyn Stoloff
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HOW TO RAKE UP A HEAVY WIND

Duane Ackerson

Wait till it curls up asleep
in the leaves it's fought with half the night,
grab a fist of moonbeams
and strafe the forest tloor-though the wind will fight
(like a porcupine armed with pine needles)
it will finally succumb.
Plant it in an oak's chest,
fill the opening with wet earth,
fire it dry.
The tree will wheeze like an asthmatic when you pass.
Th� wind will be out of your hair.

LATE AUTUMN

R.

W.

Stedingh

Who sends mist to the garden
and laughs up his sleeve
when sleeping sparrows
are shot off their perches
And who hears the wind
in a stone fence gnawing
for those who believe
the harvest is over
If there is someone
he helps the weeds burn their harps
and stuffs his ears with smoke
If there is no one he comes forward
The trees go to meet him
and leaves stick like starfish
to the window

SUN

R.

W.

Stedingh

At dawn
I show the kites
the wrong road
so that they lose their way in the light
At midday the wind holds its breath
When the ground shakes with palsy
at an unknown distance
I know over the plain
the mirages are still practicing
Tonight they will fly as high
as their shadows throw them
Tonight they will land
j ust beyond melancholy

WEDDING POEM

M. Granlund

Together we will be
the singular part of each other:
to motion of air
through a new-mown field.

HORSEPOEM

M. Granlund

I once opened a gate
and let a restless horse
out of a corral.
It didn't stop to say
"thank you."
I'm glad it didn't

FOR FIN

Barent Gjelsness
Prayer V

She mates with him,
Snake body, his head.
Lightning strikes her belly,
And the flames move out
In all directions.
Badger's paw
His line and name.
The dragon
Of
the eight directions
Makes the christening.
Water pours from his mouth
On the forehead.
The thorns of death break off,
Heaven lightens
And the rains come down.

THE RlVAL

William R.

Slaughter

So you are open, ready
to receive me. Good!
but it's not that simple,
though the approach
is direct, the only way
for me, such as I am.
In your eyes is another.
Oh, I know what I have
isn't much to offer,
for he brings you flowers
that will not bloom
for me, while I bring
only myself, a small gift,
though it is all I have.
Your eyes are in bloom!
like those flowers of his.
They will not do that
for me. Has he been here
recently? For that matter,
is he here now, hiding
somewhere inside of you?
I'd � refer not to think so.
Look. my small gift
is blooming too, the only
way I know. Simply, simply.

Joseph Bruchac

MAKOLA MARKET

Ghana
Grey parrots from rain
look up wise eyes
caged in bamboo

forest

Fish, smoked, stinking,
sharks and rays
great bodies like
twisted human limbs
piled high near tables
bright with cowry shells
rainbowing Aggrey beads,
woven cloth

In the midst of'
the noise,
the smells, the motion
An old woman
touches my arm,
smiles
and asks me to marry her.

THE SAD LITTLE GIRL
FIRST SNOW

David Hilton

The death of a harp-player
is always a surprise.
Then to hear
her funeral prayer!

David Hilton

the glue
.that holds
together the
·cells in
her body does
not work right
from The 11 East Gorham Poems

DEAR FRIEND
I AM A DEAF-MUTE. PLEASE HELP ME
BY ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTION-IS THERE A SOURCE OF ICE CREAM
ANYWHERE NEAR HERE?

YES

NO

(CIRCLE ONE)

GOD BLESS YOU.

David Hilton
Assist by J.

Woessner

POEM

Elton Glaser

Open the book
and this
will fall out
like a dream
pressed dry
in the pages
of a dictionary

POEM

Elton Glaser

I am getting pretty bored
listening to you
complain this makes no sense

What I want
to know is
What do you expect when
even the moon
arrives as naturally as murder

SWEET DAVID

Richard LeMon

I have watched David,
born with a child's mind
and keeping it into manhood,
slip out on nights
when the moon becomes a sun
for him,because
he is not aware of the difference.
And I have seen him build fires,
heating rocks until their blood boils
then tossing them into water
to watch their last breath
spin up to touch the moon.
He laughs when he does this
and says that he
is working with the elements.
It is hecause he knows so little
that David knows everything he needs to know.

AT THE HIGH OUTBACK

James Bertolino

(for Russell Banks)
We wove
through miles of cow flop
to the High Outback pond, now sit
at the edge
bare heels just touching
the stagnant nap of weed
on the rocks
Across the leaf-strewn water
a young skunk shocks white
from autumn color
toes delicately down
the mud hoof-run to the brink
Breath caught
you clutch my hand,
tight

tighter

�s the skunk's soft eyes
harden
to our shape
hold
then drinks

WARMING UP - FOUR FIRST PAMPHLETS
On The Raft by Barent Gjelsness, Toad Press,
l586, Eugene, Oregon. No price listed.

Box

UA Flight to Chicago by Duane Ackerson, The Best
Cellar Press, l03l Charleston St., Lincoln, Neb. 1.00.
I Am The Spider by R. E. LeMon, Westigan Review,
JohnKnapp II, Dept. of Chemistry, W. Mich. U.,
Kalamazoo, Michigan. 1.00.

c�

Not Me by Tim Hildebrand, Modine Gunch Press, Wisconsin
Memor�al Union, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

0.25.

Barent Gjelsness teaches at Cochise College in
Douglas, Arizona. This is isolated, rugged country,
and On The Raft is a collection of short, often austere
poems. The perceptions are sharp; everywhere there is
the clarity of desert air. What you see is what you
get, as in "Leaf-Man":
Leaf-man
Asleep on his slim branch.
How does he balance?
and in "The Sun High":
The sun high,
The water clear
All the way down.
Every now and then
The little silver fish
Nibble the seagrass
Swaying on the sandbar
As far as my eyes can see.
Mr. Gjelsness spends much of his time like a prospector,,
looking closely into small, natural scenes, but the
mystery at the back of these lives is never far away:
"On the raft/ On the dark water.,/ All those souls/ Who
have passed this way." ("On The Raft").

I Am The Spider, a first pamphlet by Richard Le Man, a
young poet now studying at Stanford, is mostly a collection
of quiet, often sad memories.Some of the topics are
typical: the death of a relative, remembering the· old home
town, hanging out with the gang, but these are poems cut
clear of sentimentality. The narrative is so clear tbat
it is often almost cruel: "After fifty years/ the muscles
of my father's heart/ have gone soft, like old apples."
("My Father's Heart"). Like magazine stories of war and
starvation, these poems often lead the reader to look
when he would rather turn his head. LeMon forces the
issue again and again, but this is not simply "blood
find �uts. t�ugh' : poetry - his craft is graceful and
prec�se. H�s l�nes know how to hunt: "The child/
when she is older/ will pick me up in amazement./
We will stare wide eyed/
and she wilf-p-ull my legs off/ one by one/ like so
many petals of a flower." ("I Am The Spider").
UA Flight to Chicago is a long-distance journey in
.
imagery. The variety, the moods and changes �n
Ackerson's poems is diverse and flashy: "Every clock
in the house creeps closer,/ and there's a drone from
outside/ where the city circles/ our inoffensive roof
like a giant;/hornet." ("Nocturnal _Schedules For Appearance
and Disappearance").
.Every poem·comes on like a good rock band leading off,
but compassion and a gentle touch run through the lines,
not just high voltage. Here is all of "A Murder In Austin,
Texas":
The energetic Indian pushed his wife,
his heavy squaw,
up into the sky.
He kicked her to death one night .
But we didn't see that;
we only saw him the day before,
smiling and shoving her on a swing,
higher and higher
til she was gone.

There are probably many "aware" young poets
that don't know that Tim Hildebrand, editor of
Mandala, writes at all. Until his poems appeared in
Poetry two years ago, his exposure had been minimal.
It probably hasn't increased much since the publication
of this very-limited edition, but it should. If Tim
Hildebrand were a rock band, he would be Procol Harum.
These completely original poems make secret, interior
journ�ys: sometimes they explore the dreams hidden in
the corners of America, or see the past with the
perfect understanding of a child. More often, Hildebrand
.
sets off on journeys into human bodies: "Ten days I
have searched your body./ I have gone through your hairs,/
Looking for messages." These bodies are more than the
"wonderful machines" of biology books - they can
11
:Her back picks up signals/
perform marvelous tasks:
from weak feathers
promising/ To help them stay in
1
the air'.' (Her Back ') and hold grudges: "Her hair
will remember/ For months
that I wanted/ To rip
it off her cornered scalp." ("Her Hair").
If the bodies are not controlled, explored
and understood, they may just pack up and desert.
Without that precious knowledge "insanity" is
meaningless.There are other poems about Qil $ rim
shoes and T11e Armpit Wars. Here is all of " A Tale":
The clouds sing to the earth:
"Mother We Have No Bones"
The birds have been killed
By cats who fly in their sleep.
-ww

INNER PASSAGES
Dismantling the Silence by Charles Simic, The
Brazilier Series, 1 Park Ave., NYC, 3.95.
Neruda and Vallejo: Selected Poems: Edited by
Robert Bly, Beacon Press, 25 Beacon St., Boston,
Mass. , 9 .9 5
•

Briefings by A. R. Ammons, W. W. Norton and Co.,
NYC, 2.00.

Dismantling the Silence is poetry of communication,
and this is not meant to be an obvious statement. Here,
Simic is the poet-as-messenger - an ambassador between
ourselves and quiet, less articulate beings: stones,
tables, shoes, forks. The poet's job isn't easy. These
familiar creatures do not always want our company:
"I have no news of the animals./ Do they still exist?
Those toads/ I used to know so well. And the foxes,/
Are they still out there in the dark?" ("The Animals").
But Simic has worked hard and can get in close:
I have seen sparks fly out
When two stones are rubbed,
So perhaps it is not dark inside after all;
Perhaps there is a moon shining
From somewhere, as though behind a hill-
Just enough light to make out
The strange writings, the star-charts
On the inner walls.
(From "Stone")
Often, Simic investigates the deepest silence the lonely quiet of ourselves. These are the most
difficult conversations:
At night
As I sit
Shuffling the cards of our silence,
I say to him:
"Though you utter
Every one of my words,
You are a stranger.
It's time you spoke."
(From "The Inner Man")
If anyone can get through, Charles Simic can.
Altho�ghone hesitates to say that a particular
book should be in every poet's library, Neruda and
_Vallejo: Selected Poems is one of those books. Put
it between Leaves of Grass and the Naked Poetry
anthology.This collection of translations (with the
Spanish text) by Bly, Knoepfle, and James Wright is
the most complete collection (269 pp) available at
pr€sent of these superb poets. There are also extensive
introductions and an interview given by Neruda in
New York.

Neruda is held completely by the trap of being
a man, and it is often a dark frightening circumstance:
"If you ask where I come from I have to start talking
with/ broken objects,/ with kitchenware that has too
much bitterness,/ with animals quite often rotten,/
and with my heavy soul." ("There Is No Forgetfulness").
But Neruda can find much to love and celebrate in the
world, even though he often travels lost: "...I love
the firmness that still survives in my eyes,/I hear my
heart beating as if I were riding a horse,/ I bite 'the
sleeping fire and the ruined salt,/ and at night when
darkness is thick, and mourning furtive,/ I imagine
I am the one keeping watch on the far shore/ of
the encampments, the traveler armed with his sterile
defenses,/ caught between growing shadows/ and .
shivering wings, and my arm made of stone protects
me'.' ("Sonata and Destructions").
If Neruda is a traveller recalling amazing,
grotesque landscapes, Vallejo is a caged bird,
starving, but still singing: "I feel all right. Now/
a stoical frost shines/ in me./ It makes me laugh,
this ruby-colored/ rope/ that creaks in my body."
("White Rose"). Helpless, poor, his is a poetry of
dreams and wishes:
·

And in this frigid hour, when the earth
has the odor of human dust and is so sad,
I wish I could beat on all the doors
and beg pardon from someone,
and make bits of fresh bread for him
here in the oven of my heart. . . !
(From "Our Daily Bread")
This is a poetry of grace, and finally, of
salvation. There isn't space available here to give
a fair review to this book, there is so much.
Briefings, in contrast to Uplands, A. R. Ammons '
first Norton book, has been pretty much ignored by the
critics. The book is subtitled poems smati -an:a easy,
and altough many of the poems are short, there is
nothing "easy" about Ammons' approach to the natural
worlds he encounters. There may be better poet
naturalists writing than Ammons, but few show it.
Individual living things fill his poetry and these
poems are clearly from personal experience, not just
field-guide transcriptions:

I stop on
the woodsroad,
listen:
I take myself in:
I let go the locustts
burr-squall, pointless,
high in the pine:
I turn all

the clouds crossing
above me loose:

( From

"The Woodsroad" )

Ammons: special gift is his ability to look
close, and the wide range of his vision. He cares
to concern himself with ferns as well as redwoods,
bobolinksas well as hawks, and the reader will soon
find, to his surprise, that Ammons prefers the less
conspicuous, smaller life. Here is all of "High And
Low":
A mountain risen
in me
I said
this implacability
must be met:
so I climbed
the peak:
height shook and
wind leaned
I said what
kind of country is
this anyhow and
rub bled
down the slopes to
small rock
and scattered weed.
This vision is sadl (, missing from much of
contemporary "eco-poetry'. We are lucky that Ammons
takes the trouble.
-ww
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